Happy holiday season, Barnard faculty!

We know from an analysis of click-throughs and webpage use that the season of Winter Solstice is a favorite time for many of you to use the newsletter and other resources on the Sponsored Research webpages. This newsletter profiles opportunities coming due in early March, but those of you looking for opportunities in January and February might want to review newsletters from October, November, and December. Alternatively, you can download the whole year’s Grants Calendar from the website and sort by due date, discipline, funder, or grant type.

Our featured funder this cycle is the Russell Sage Foundation. Sage Advice provides “Tips for Presenting Scientific Images with Integrity” in grant proposals. There’s a wealth of (mostly NIH) News this month on page 4.

You can find reminders for deadlines over the next six months on page thirteen, grouped by discipline.

Upcoming internal grant deadlines are January 31st and March 8th. See the Barnard website, here, for more information. If you have colleagues abroad whom you might like to bring to Barnard under the Weiss Fellowships for Visiting International Scholars Program, please see information here.

For assistance in finding grants for an upcoming project or to begin an application process, please contact Kari Steeves or any one of us in Institutional Funding and Sponsored Research. As always, feel free to send us comments, requests, or suggestions here.

Kari Steeves
212-870-2527
On Twitter @BarnardIFSR
Russel Sage Foundation

According to its website, the Russell Sage Foundation is “one of the oldest American foundations.” The foundation focuses its funding efforts on “strengthening the methods, data, and theoretical core of the social sciences as a means of diagnosing social problems and improving social policies.” The following opportunities may be of interest to Barnard faculty.

Behavioral Economics Program
This program “supports research that uses insights and methods from psychology, economics, sociology, political science and other social sciences to examine and improve social and living conditions in the United States.” The program offers project grants as well as small grants. **Deadline:** For project grants, **May 23, 2019** and **August 19, 2019**. For small grants, applications are accepted on a rolling basis. **<<more>>**

Future of Work Program
This program “examines the causes and consequences of the deteriorating quality of low-wage jobs in the United States. Projects sponsored by the program have examined a wide range of causal factors, from foreign outsourcing and immigration to the decline of unions and technological change, that may have depressed wages of low-education workers.” **Deadline: August 19, 2019** **<<more>>**

Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration Program
This program “encourages multi-disciplinary perspectives on questions stemming from the significant changes in the racial, ethnic, and immigrant-origin composition of the U.S. population. A primary goal is to find ways in which researchers from different social science traditions studying issues of race, ethnicity, and immigration may complement one another in productive and innovative ways.” **Deadline: August 19, 2019** **<<more>>**

Social Inequality Program
This program “has investigated a variety of areas of social life, from education and health care to intergenerational mobility, to determine whether the increasing financial gap between the rich and poor has also exacerbated social inequalities of the kind that amplify and entrench economic differences. Recently, the program has turned to in-depth examinations of two key institutions the United States relies on to counteract market-driven inequality: public education and the democratic electoral system.” **Deadline: May 23, 2019** **<<more>>**

Special Initiative in Integrative Biology and Social Science Knowledge
This initiative “fosters rigorous collaborative research between social and biological scientists, and supports research that takes advantage of new theories, concepts, and data from the biological sciences— including neuroscience, endocrinology, immunology and physiology, population genetics and epigenetics.” **Deadline: May 23, 2019** **<<more>>**

Special Initiative in Computational Social Science
“Advances in analytical methods for exploiting and analyzing data have accompanied the rise of these data. The Russell Sage Foundation’s special initiative on Computational Social Science (CSS) supports innovative social science research that brings these new data and methods to bear on questions of interest in its core programs.” **Deadline: August 19, 2019** **<<more>>**

The Foundation also has a Visiting Scholar Program for research in the social sciences. Applications will be accepted **January 14—June 27, 2019.**
Sage Advice for Competitive Research Integrity

Continuing our series of infographics released by the U.S. Health and Human Services Office of Research Integrity, we focus on two that address the use of images in proposals, “Tips for Presenting Scientific Images with Integrity” and “It’s a Slippery Slope...” which situates image manipulation in a continuum of misconduct mistakes. You can find other examples of research integrity eye candy here.
News and Grant Opportunities

News Items

FROM THE NSF

Revised FAQs now available for the NSF’s Sexual Harassment, Other Forms of Harassment, or Sexual Assault
At the same link, NSF has posted the full term and condition, a link to federal register comments, and a link to report harassment. <<more>>

FROM THE NIH

Changes to the R15 Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA)
“As announced in this guide notice, as of January 2019, NIH is shifting its approach to how we use the R15 activity code. While NIH will continue to provide R15 research enhancement opportunities for health professional and graduate schools, the name, AREA, will be reserved for grants to undergraduate-focused institutions that do not receive substantial funding from NIH. Today’s undergraduates represent the future of biomedical research and, as such, it is imperative that we support access to research opportunities for students at undergraduate schools across the country.

“The AREA program will have its own set of FOAs, distinct from those issued for health professional schools and graduate schools of arts and sciences. This approach will allow us to better track the undergraduates we support at under resourced institutions. Institutions applying for AREA grants must have an undergraduate student enrollment that is greater than graduate student enrollment and, in order to qualify for the AREA program, all the non-health professional components of the institution together cannot have received support from the NIH totaling more than $6 million per year in total costs in 4 of the last 7 years.

“... Existing R15 FOAs referencing the ineligibility list will be expired, including the parent AREA FOA. The AREA Parent Announcement, PA-18-504, will expire after the January 7, 2019, AIDS due date and will not be reissued. Instead, the following announcements will be available in December: The Academic Research Enhancement Award for Undergraduate-Focused Institutions (R15 – Clinical Trial Not Allowed) PAR-18-714 already requires a signed letter verifying eligibility, and thus will continue on without needing to be reissued.

✦ An AREA announcement allowing clinical trials
✦ An announcement for health professional and graduate schools of arts and sciences (Clinical Trial Not Allowed)
✦ An announcement for health professional and graduate schools of arts and sciences (Clinical Trial Required)

“Be sure to look closely at the list of participating institutes and centers on each announcement. Not all Institutes and Centers participate on the R15 FOAs. We encourage you to consult with the scientific contacts listed in section VII of the FOA to ensure that the funding opportunity you plan to apply to is suitable for your science.”

Comments Welcomed on the Draft Report Recommending How to Reduce Administrative Burden in Research with Laboratory Animals: A Next Step in Implementing the 21st Century Cures Act

New Funding Opportunities for Basic Experimental Studies Involving Humans
“We have heard the community input regarding the breadth of the NIH clinical trials definition and the concerns about the applicability of some clinical trials policies to fundamental, basic science studies. In response to these concerns, the NIH has developed new funding opportunities specifically for basic experimental studies involving humans scheduled for release this week (see the NIH Parent Announcements page). These funding opportunities, designated as “Basic Experimental Studies with Humans Required” are for studies that meet the definition of basic research and also are subject to clinical trials policies based on the NIH definition of a clinical
Grant Opportunities

“Over the next several weeks, we will be rolling out a variety of resources to help inform applicants about these new funding opportunities including tools for choosing the correct FOA. FAQs and a table comparing Funding Opportunity Types by Clinical Trial Allowability are already available.”

Can My Application be Considered a Resubmission Even if I am Not Re-Submitting to the Same FOA?

“It depends on whether the FOAs are Program Announcements (PA, PAR, PAS or Parent) or Requests for Applications (RFA). “… If you originally submitted to an RFA and want to resubmit to a Program Announcement, this will be considered a new application. Similarly, if your original application was submitted to a Program Announcement and you want to now submit to an RFA, it would also be considered a new application.”

Resources for Rigorous Research

“…[F]or applications due on January 25, 2019 and beyond, the term “rigor of the prior research” will replace “scientific premise” under the Significance section for most research grant and career development award applications (see NOT-OD-18-228 and NOT-OD-18-229). Applicants will be asked, on and after that submission date, to also describe plans to address weaknesses in the rigor of the prior research in the Approach section.

To accommodate these new changes, the webpage exists as a landing page with four distinct sub-pages, so you can quickly get to the information you need. These sub-pages break out relevant guidance, resources for preparing your application and training materials, as well as a timeline of our communications on rigor through Guide Notices, blogs, FAQs, and references.

New information abounds. Are you looking for research methods resources or ways to calculate sample sizes for your study? Knowing what exactly goes into a good authentication plan? Assistance with your pre-clinical animal model experimental design? Guidance on incorporating both sexes into your research plan? Perhaps other related policy requirements? Oh, and a training video or two? Find these and more on the easily browsable sub-pages. We also recorded a conversation for the NIH All About Grants podcast series to help the extramural research community better understand the NIH’s Rigor and Transparency policy (click to play at the bottom of this page). Dr. Patricia Valdez, NIH’s Extramural Research Integrity Officer, describes how to address the key policy elements in an application, how they are considered during peer review, and annual progress reporting following award.”

FY 2019 Policy Updates

“Next Generation Researchers Initiative Policy: NIH will prioritize meritorious R01-equivalent applications from ESI PD/PIs. By providing funding priority for ESIs, NIH intends to encourage funding applications that involve researchers earlier in their career … described at https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-17-101.html.

Salary Limits: ...prohibits payments for salaries under grants and other extramural mechanisms in excess of Executive Level II currently set at $189,600.”

Grant Opportunities

GENERAL

Library of Congress John W. Kluge Center

Philip Lee Phillips Society Fellowship

Deadline: February 15, 2019

"The John W. Kluge Center and the Philip Lee Phillips Map Society at the Library of Congress invite qualified scholars to apply for a grant to conduct research for two months at the Kluge Center using the Geography and Map Division’s collections and resources."
The Philip Lee Phillips Society Fellowship will award $11,500 to selected scholars with the possibility of an additional $2,000 as an honorarium for a later lecture and publication. The Geography and Map Division has custody of collections numbering over 5 million maps, 100,000 atlases, 8,000 reference works, over 5,000 globes and globe gores, 3,000 raised relief models and several terabytes of born digital geospatial data."

Institute for Humane Studies
Hayek Fund for Scholars
Deadline: rolling
"IHS’s Hayek Fund can offset or cover the cost of travel and conference fees for PhD students and non-tenured faculty including post-docs, visiting assistant professors, adjuncts, and tenure-track professors." <<more>>

**ARTS AND HUMANITIES**

American Philosophical Society
Library Short Term Resident Research Fellowships
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"One- to two-month fellowships are available for Ph.D. candidates, holders of the Ph.D., and degreed independent scholars, within any field of study that requires using the collections of the APS Library." ... "The APS Library offers short-term residential fellowships for conducting research in its collections. We are a leading international center for research in the history of American science and technology and its European roots, as well as early American history and culture." <<more>>

American Studies Association
John Hope Franklin Publication Prize
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"The John Hope Franklin Publication Prize is distributed yearly and honors the most outstanding book published in American studies for the year preceding the annual meeting. Recipients of the award receive $1,000. The prize winner will be announced at the annual meeting of the American Studies Association." <<more>>

St. Olaf College
Summer Fellows Program for Research in Residence
Deadline: March 15, 2019
"The Kierkegaard Library offers unpaid research fellowships to serious scholars for two to eight weeks in duration during the months of June and July. Acceptance includes extensive access to the Kierkegaard Library and the opportunity to use the other libraries and facilities of St. Olaf College. Free housing on campus is provided; all other costs are the responsibility of the scholar. Participants of the program include students at graduate level and seasoned scholars. Advanced undergraduates are encouraged to apply to the Young Scholars Program. The program entitles scholars to use the resources of the Kierkegaard Library while attending required activities that include: attend guest lectures, peer presentations, and participate in scholar seminars twice a week. The atmosphere encourages sharing of academic thoughts and opinions in relation to Kierkegaard’s writing and ideals." <<more>>

Folger Shakespeare Library
Short Term Fellowship
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"In addition to being the world’s largest Shakespeare collection, the Folger is home to major collections of other rare Renaissance books, manuscripts, and works of art. Located a block from the US Capitol, the Folger serves a wide audience of scholars, visitors, teachers, students, families, and theater- and concert-goers." ... "We welcome applications from archivists, creative artists, curators, librarians, performers, and playwrights whose research will benefit from focused engagement with the Folger collections." <<more>>
Furthermore Grants in Publishing
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"Furthermore grants in publishing, a program of the J. M. Kaplan Fund, supports publication of nonfiction books that concern the arts, history, and the natural and built environment." <<more>>

Library Company of Philadelphia Short-Term Fellowships
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"The Library Company of Philadelphia and The Historical Society of Pennsylvania will jointly award approximately twenty-five one-month fellowships for research in residence in either or both collections during the academic year 2017-2018. These two independent research libraries, adjacent to each other in Center City Philadelphia, have complementary collections capable of supporting research in a variety of fields and disciplines relating to the history of America and the Atlantic world from the 17th through the 19th centuries, as well as Mid-Atlantic regional history to the present." <<more>>

Library Company of Philadelphia Mellon Scholars Fellowship Program
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"The Mellon Scholars Fellowship Program aims to promote research in the collections of the Library Company and to enhance the production of scholarly work in African American history of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries. Fellows are expected to conduct the majority of their research in the Library Company’s collections but may also use the collections of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania. Fellows must be in residence for the entire term of the award." <<more>>

National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Programs in the Humanities for College Educators
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"Each year, NEH offers tuition-free opportunities for school, college, and university educators to study a variety of humanities topics." <<more>>

Ucross Foundation Residency Program
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"The Ucross Foundation Residency Program offers the gift of time and space to competitively selected individuals working in all artistic disciplines. The Foundation strives to provide a respectful, comfortable and productive environment, freeing artists from the pressures and distractions of daily life." <<more>>

National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowships
Deadline: March 6, 2019
"The National Endowment for the Arts Literature Fellowships program offers $25,000 grants in prose (fiction and creative nonfiction) and poetry to published creative writers that enable the recipients to set aside time for writing, research, travel, and general career advancement. The National Endowment for the Arts Literature Fellowships program operates on a two-year cycle with fellowships in prose and poetry available in alternating years." <<more>>

Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation ArtsCONNECT
Deadline: March 8, 2019
"ArtsCONNECT provides funding for mid-Atlantic-based presenters (New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland) working collaboratively to engage a performing artist or ensemble. The program aims to develop and deepen relationships among the region’s presenters, helping build a more sustainable touring environment for artists and ensembles. The supported tours include performances as well as community engagement activities that enhance the performance experience, and offer meaningful exchanges between touring artists and a presenter’s community. The program provides support for projects in which at least three performing arts presenters from two different states work collaboratively to present a touring solo artist or ensemble. The tours include performances as well
as activities such as artist discussions, lecture demonstrations, master classes, and workshops designed to build greater appreciation for the work of the touring artist or ensemble. The program also is designed to develop and deepen relationships among the regions presenters in order to build a more sustainable touring environment for professional performing artists."

**National Endowment for the Arts**

**Institutes for Advanced Topics in Digital Humanities**

**Deadline:** March 12, 2019

"The Institutes for Advanced Topics in the Digital Humanities program supports national or regional (multistate) training programs for scholars, humanities professionals, and advanced graduate students to broaden and extend their knowledge of digital humanities. Through this program NEH seeks to increase the number of humanities scholars and practitioners using digital technology in their research and to broadly disseminate knowledge about advanced technology tools and methodologies relevant to the humanities. The projects may be a single opportunity or offered multiple times to different audiences. Institutes may be as short as a few days and held at multiple locations or as long as six weeks at a single site. For example, training opportunities could be offered before or after regularly occurring scholarly meetings, during the summer months, or during appropriate times of the academic year. The duration of a program should allow for full and thorough treatment of the topic. These professional development programs may focus on a particular computational method, such as network or spatial analysis. They may also target the needs of a particular humanities discipline or audience."

**The American Folklife Center**

**Archie Green Fellowships**

**Deadline:** March 12, 2019

"The American Folklife Center will invite applications and award several fellowships, up to $35,000 each, for the period July 1, 2019 – June 30, 2020, which will support new, original, independent field research into the culture and traditions of contemporary American workers and/or occupational groups found within the United States. These projects must include interviews with workers. Applicants must submit proposals via email. The original documentary materials generated during the course of each fellowship will become part of the American Folklife Center’s archive. The American Folklife Center was established by Congress to support research and scholarship in American folklife and to preserve, support, revitalize, and disseminate American folk traditions. Materials in the Center’s archive are available to researchers and the general public. Some may be posted to the Library of Congress website."

**International Literacy Association**

**Dine Feitelson Research Award**

**Deadline:** March 15, 2019

"This is an award established to honor the memory of Dina Feitelson for a current literature published worldwide, focusing on reading and related disciplines to recognize an outstanding empirical study, published in English in a refereed journal. Journals include reports on an investigation of aspects of literacy acquisition such as phonemic awareness, the alphabetic principle, bilingualism, home influences on literacy development, or cross-cultural studies of beginning reading. The results of the study should have clear implications for instruction."

**International Literacy Association**

**Constance McCullough International Research Grant**

**Deadline:** March 15, 2019

"The Constance McCullough International Research Grant is awarded annually to assist a member of the International Literacy Association in the investigation of reading-related problems and to encourage international professional development activities that are carried out in countries outside of the U.S. or Canada. This grant represents a specific means for working toward as many as three articulated ILA goals: advocacy, professional development, and emerging global issues."
**Social Science**

Archeological Institute of America
Samuel H. Kress Grant for Research and Publication in Classic Art and Architecture
**Deadline:** March 1, 2019
"funds publication preparation, or research leading to publication, undertaken by professional members of the AIA. Its purpose is to assist scholars in preparing, completing and publishing results of their research in Graeco-Roman Art and Architecture, and the broader Mediterranean world of Classical antiquity. Awards may be used for research leading to the publication of an art historical monograph or for costs associated with publication, such as image licensing." <<more>>

Archeological Institute of America
Publication Subvention Program
**Deadline:** March 1, 2019
"This program offers subventions from the AIA’s von Bothmer Publication Fund in support of new book-length publications in the field of Classical Archaeology (defined as Greek, Roman, and Etruscan archaeology and art history). Particularly welcome are projects that publish the work of first-time authors or represent the publication of final reports of primary data from sites already excavated or surveyed, but are still unpublished." <<more>>

Kettering Foundation
Katherine W. Fanning Residency in Journalism and Democracy
**Deadline:** March 1, 2019
"The Kettering Foundation invites journalists and scholars of journalism from around the world to spend up to six months working with us in Dayton, Ohio, to explore the role of journalism in a democratic society and the obligations of journalists to democratic public life. While at the foundation, residents are expected to work with Kettering’s staff on the foundation’s ongoing research in this area. Work will include literature reviews related to the foundation’s program areas, exploration of the role of a deliberative public in the political work of communities domestically and internationally, and participation in workshops and other meetings related to the foundation’s research." <<more>>

American Classical League
Scholarships
**Deadline:** March 15, 2019
"ACL wants to help our members enhance their teaching by encouraging them to travel, take courses, attend professional meetings, and engage in professional development that is concerned with Latin, Greek and the ancient world where these languages prevailed." "ACL members at all levels of teaching are eligible to apply. Must be a member of ACL for at least 3 consecutive years, including this current year and the two preceding years. ACL scholarship recipients may apply every 4 years" "Funded Activities: registration, room, board and travel for attendance at ACL Institute; purchase of materials from the ACL Teaching Materials and Resource Center; Expenses connected with enrollment in classes required for Latin Certification; Bona fide summer study programs at home or abroad." <<more>>

Gerald R. Ford Library
Research Travel Grants
**Deadline:** March 15, 2019
"The Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation awards grants of up to $2,200 each in support of research in the holdings of the Gerald R. Ford Library. A grant defrays travel and living expenses of a research trip to the Ford Library. Overseas applicants are welcome to apply, but they will be responsible for the costs of travel between their home country and North America. The grants only cover travel within North America. Library collections focus on Federal policies, U.S. foreign relations, and national politics in the 1960s and 1970s. There are earlier and later materials depending upon your topic." <<more>>

National Endowment for Democracy Grants
**Deadline:** March 15, 2019
"Each year the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) makes direct grants to
hundreds of nongovernmental organizations worldwide working to advance democratic goals and strengthen democratic institutions." "NED is interested in proposals from local, independent organizations for nonpartisan programs that seek to: promote and defend human rights and the rule of law; support freedom of information and independent media; strengthen democratic ideas and values; promote accountability and transparency; strengthen civil society organizations; strengthen democratic political processes and institutions; promote civic education Support democratic conflict resolution; promote freedom of association; and strengthen a broad-based market economy." <<more>>

**Botstiber Institute**
**Fellowship in Transatlantic Austrian and Central European Relationships**
**Deadline:** March 1, 2019
"Junior and senior scholars from around the world with PhDs and publications in internationally recognized scholarly outlets are eligible for three-to ten-month fellowships at IAS CEU. Fellowships are available for all scholarly work related to the historical, political or economic, and cultural relationship between the United States and present-day Austria or the countries that historically make up the Austro-Hungarian or Austrian Empires." <<more>>

**International Institute for Asian Studies**
**IIAS Fellowship**
**Deadline:** March 1, 2019
"IIAS is an institute that actively promotes innovative research and seeks the interconnection between academic disciplines. In doing so, we are particularly looking for researchers focusing on the three IIAS clusters 'Asian Cities', 'Asian Heritages' and 'Global Asia'. However some positions will be reserved for outstanding projects in any area outside of those listed. Applications that link to more than one field are also welcome." <<more>>

**OEAD Austria**
**Franz Werfel Scholarship**
**Deadline:** March 1, 2019
"The Franz Werfel Scholarship therefore addresses young university teachers who are primarily concerned with Austrian literature. The scholarship program initiated in 1992 is open to applicants from all over the world. A Werfel grant holder can work as a visiting researcher in a university department or carry out specialist studies in a library, archive or other research institution. It is not just a scholarship in terms of material support for up to 18 months, but by the inclusion of a range of follow-up measures, ensures longer term sustainability.” <<more>>
Wilson Center
George F. Kennan Fellowship
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"The Kennan Institute seeks fellowship applicants from diverse, policy-oriented sectors such as media, business, local government, law, civil society, and academia to examine important political, social, economic, cultural, and historical issues in Russia, Ukraine, and the region. Among the aims of the new fellowships are to build bridges between traditional academia and the policy world, as well as to maintain and increase collaboration among researchers from Russia, Ukraine, the U.S., and around the globe." <<more>>

Baylor University Library
Texas Collection Wardlaw Fellowship
Deadline: March 8, 2019
"Fellowships are awarded to scholars pursuing significant research and advanced studies in the area of Texas history, culture, and literature. The research must be completed at The Texas Collection" in Waco, TX. The Hillman Research Fellowship also stipulates research of “Baptist missions and educational institutions in Latin America utilizing collections deposited in The Texas Collection.” <<more>>

STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics)

National Science Foundation
Research on Biological Systems at Regional to Continental Scales
Deadline: February 25, 2019
"Research on Biological Systems at Regional to Continental Scales program will support quantitative, interdisciplinary, systems-oriented research on biosphere processes and their complex interactions with climate, land use, and invasive species at regional to continental scales as well as training activities to enable groups to conduct Macrosystems Biology and NEON-Enabled Science research. Proposers are encouraged to use NEON resources, and proposals for substantive and innovative NEON-enabled research will be prioritized for funding. Substantive NEON-enabled projects rely on data and/or samples collected by NEON, co-locate research activities at NEON sites, and/or develop tools that will explicitly enhance the processing, use, and/or analysis of NEON data or collections within the context of Macrosystems Biology research questions." <<more>>

National Science Foundation
Future of Work at the Human-Technology Frontier: Core Research
Deadline: March 6, 2019
"A proposal for a research grant in this program must focus on advancing fundamental understanding of future work, and potential improvements to work, workplaces, workforce preparation, or work outcomes for workers and society. It must be convergent research that addresses the technological as well as the human and societal dimensions and potential impact of future work, and in doing so, make significant contributions to both intellectual merit and broader impact. Achieving this goal requires integration and convergence of disciplines across computer science, engineering, learning sciences, research on education and workforce training, and social, behavioral, and economic sciences. A convergent perspective is essential to understand and shape long-term social and economic drivers, so that advanced intelligent technology will strengthen the social fabric. A convergent perspective also provides insights into education and re-skilling, so that the benefits of emerging technology can be conferred upon all citizens.” <<more>>

American Psychological Foundation Brain Research Foundation
Esther Katz Rosen Fund
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"The Esther Katz Rosen Fund was established in 1974 by a generous bequest intended to support activities related to the advancement and application of knowledge about gifted children. Rosen Fund grants:
Enable and enhance development of identified gifted and talented children and adolescents. Encourage promising psychologists to continue innovative research and programs in this area. Support will be provided for activities on the advancement and application of knowledge related to identified gifted and talented children and adolescents. “<<more>>

Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Analysis
International Development Grant
Deadline: March 1, 2019
"Two to four $1,000 International Development Grants will be distributed annually to persons or organizations interested in developing behavior analysis internationally. In order to promote behavior analysis on a worldwide scale, we hope to increase opportunities for people and organizations that do not have the necessary resources to expand important information and knowledge." <<more>>

Sontag Foundation
Brain Cancer Research Distinguished Scientist Awards
Deadline: March 13, 2019
“The Distinguished Scientist Award (DSA) seeks to provide career and research support to early career scientists who demonstrate outstanding promise for making scientific and medical breakthroughs in the field of brain cancer research.” <<more>>

American Chemical Society
New Directions Grants
Deadline: March 15, 2019
“The New Directions (ND) grants program provides funds to scientists and engineers with limited—or even no—preliminary results for a research project they wish to pursue, and who intend to use the PRF-driven preliminary results to seek continuation funding from other agencies. ND grants are to be used to illustrate proof of concept/feasibility. Accordingly, they are to be viewed as seed money for new research ventures.” <<more>>

American Chemical Society
Undergraduate Research
Deadline: March 15, 2019
“The Undergraduate Research (UR) grants program provides funding for scientists and engineers with established programs of research at non-doctoral departments. UR grants are used to illustrate proof of principle, i.e., feasibility, and accordingly, are to be viewed as seed money for generating preliminary results that can be used to apply for continuation funding from other agencies. Applicants may have limited or no preliminary results for a research project they wish to pursue.” <<more>>

American Psychological Association
Travel Grants for U.S. Psychologists to Attend International Conferences
Deadline: March 15, 2019
"This award will cover or partially cover conference registration fees at international conferences held outside the United States and Canada for U.S.-based psychologists. APA and APAGS members are eligible to apply.” <<more>>

American Psychological Association
John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant
Deadline: March 15, 2019
"The John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant supports early career psychologists conducting research in the area of early intervention and treatment for serious emotional disturbance in children. The John and Polly Sparks Foundation partnered with APF to empower early career psychologists to produce scientifically-based research and programs that could provide models for broad-based applications across the country." <<more>>
Deadline Reminders

Below are grants that are, or are expected to be, due in the next six months. For a list of grant deadlines for the whole year, please see our Grants Calendar on the Barnard website.

**GENERAL INTEREST AND CROSS-DISCIPLINARY**

January 31—International Communication Association James W. Carey Urban Communication Grant
March 12—Kauffman Foundation Faculty Fellowship in Entrepreneurship Research
March 26—Musee du guai Branlt—Jacques Chirac Postdoctoral Fellowships
March 31—Global Grand Challenges Grants
March 31—John Templeton Foundation Academic Cross-Training Fellowship
April 1—Lawrence Foundation Grants in Environment and Human Services
April 4—National Geographic Society Grants Program
April 11, August 8, December 5—Joyce Foundation Grants
April 11—National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships
April 11—National Endowment for the Humanities Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication
April 15—Einstein Forum Fellowship
April 25—Project Management Institute Sponsored Research Program
April 30—National Library of Australia Fellowships
May 1—Rockefeller Association Bellagio Academic Writing Residency
May 2—William T. Grant Foundation Research Grants
May 15—National Science Foundation Perception, Action, & Cognition
May 24—Russell Sage Foundation Inequality Research
May 31—(Letter of inquiry) Russell Sage Foundation Regular Programs (Social Inequality/Future of Work/Race, Ethnicity & Immigration/Behavioral Economics)
June 1—University of Minnesota’s Immigration History Research Center Archives Michael G. Karni Scholarship
June 20—Association for Information Science and Technology Bob Williams History Fund Research Grant Award
June 22—Columbia Alliance Joint Projects
June 30—Hagley Museum and Library Henry Belin du Pont Research Grants & Exploratory Research Grants
Rolling deadline—Boulware Foundation Grants
Rolling deadline—Earhart Foundation Fellowship Research Grants in Humanities & Social Sciences
Rolling deadline—Institute for Humane Studies Hayek Fund for Scholars—Covering conference and job interview travel
Rolling deadline—National Geographic Society Grants Program
Rolling deadline—Puffin Foundation Investigative Fund
Rolling deadline—Pulitzer Center Travel Grants
Rolling deadline—Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund
Rolling deadline—Tools and Trades History Society Salaman Awards

**ARTS & HUMANITIES**

General Interest and Cross Disciplinary

January 1—American Society of 18th Century Studies Clifford Prize
January 7—Yale Center for British Art Visiting Scholars Program
Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

January 15—Winterthur Short-Term Research Fellowship
January 31 – Money for Women/Barbara Deming Memorial Fund
February 1 – American Philosophical Society Library Short Term Resident Research Fellowships
February 1 – Centre for Ethics at the University of Toronto Visiting Faculty Fellowships
February 1 – University of Cincinnati Tytus Fellowship Program
February 1 – University of Connecticut Residential Fellowships
February 5 – Mary Baker Eddy Library Fellowship Program
February 7 – National Endowment for the Humanities Public Scholar Program
March 1 – National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Seminars and Institutes
March 1 – St. Olaf College Kierkegaard Library Summer Fellows Program for Research in Residence
April 1—Independent Research Fund Denmark Sapere Aude Starting Grant
April 1—Institut D’Etudes Avancees De Paris Fellowships
April 1 – Kress Foundation Digital Resources Grant Program
April 1—American Historical Association J Franklin Jameson Fellowship
April 1—Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study
April 3 – Musée du quai Branly Postdoctoral Fellowships
April 11 – National Endowment for the Humanities Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication
April 11 – National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships
April 20 – John Paul II Center for Interreligious Studies Fellowship in Interreligious Studies
April 22—University of Melbourne Redmond Barry Fellowship
May 3—Dallas Institute of Humanities and Culture Hiett Prize in the Humanities
May 18—Barry Amiel and Norman Melburn Trust Grants
May 31—Australian National University Research School of Humanities and the Arts - Humanities Research Centre Visiting Fellowships
May 31—National Endowment for the Humanities Common Heritage Grants
May 31—Northern Illinois University Horatio Alger Fellowship for the Study of American Popular Culture
June 11 — Vilcek Foundation Prizes for Creative Promise-Architecture
June 14 – The Gerda Henkel Foundation General Research Grants
June 30 – Money for Women/Barbara Deming Memorial Fund
Rolling deadline through July 31 – International Documentary Association Pare Lorentz Documentary Fund

Rolling deadline – Australian National University Humanities Research Center Visiting Fellowships
Rolling deadline – Earhart Foundation Fellowship Research Grants in Humanities & Social Sciences
Rolling deadline – Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation
Rolling deadline – Max Kade Foundation
Rolling deadline – New York Council for the Humanities Vision and Action Grants
Rolling deadline – Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs
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Rolling deadline — Renaissance Society of America RSA-Patricia H. Labalme Fellowship
Rolling deadline — Renaissance Society of America RSA-Newberry Fellowship
Rolling deadline — Renaissance Society of America RSA-Huntington Fellowship
Rolling deadline — Columbia European Institute EI Faculty Grants
Rolling deadline — Institute for Humane Studies Hayek Fund for Scholars—Covering conference and job interview travel
Rolling deadline — Puffin Foundation Investigative Fund
Rolling deadline — Pulitzer Center Travel Grants
Rolling deadline — Ruth Landes Memorial Research Fund
Various—Society for Classical Studies Awards, Scholarships, and Fellowships
Various—National Endowment for the Humanities Summer Programs in the Humanities for College Educators
Various—University of London, School of Advanced Study Institute/Consortium Fellowships

**Art History & Architecture**
January 7 – Yale Center for British Art Visiting Scholar Awards
January 15, April 1, October 1 – Kress Foundation History of Art Grants Program
March 21, September 21 – National Gallery of Art Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts Visiting Senior Fellowship
May 30 – Georgia O’Keeffe Museum Research Center
Rolling deadline—Renaissance Society of America RSA-Kress New York Public Library Grant

**Creative Arts**
January 15—Bogliasco Foundation Fellowships
January 15—Winterthur Maker-Creator Fellowship
February 1—Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission Creative Artists Fellowship
March 1—Ucross Foundation Residency Program
March 1—Folger Shakespeare Library
March 2—Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation ArtsCONNECT
March 7—National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowships
March 28—Cave Canem Community of Writers at Squaw Valley Workshop Scholarships
April 5—Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation USArtists International Program
April 15—The Macdowell Colony Residencies
April 21—Harpo Foundation Grants for Visual Artists
April 20—Association of Performing Arts Presenters Cultural Exchange Fund
April 30—The Arch and Bruce Brown Foundation Playwriting Competition
April 30—Association of Performing Arts Presenters Cultural Exchange Fund
May 1—Whiting Creative Nonfiction Grant
May 4—Halsey Arts Lab Fellowship for Emerging Artists
May 21—Artist Trust Grants
May 21—Arts Writers Grants Program
May 31—Vilcek Foundation Prizes for Creative Promise
June 15—Carey Institute for Global Good Logan Nonfiction Fellowship
June 30—Barbara Deming Memorial Fund
Rolling deadline (6-8 weeks before performance) — Foundation for Contemporary Arts Emergency Grants
Rolling deadline — Pollock-Krasner Foundation Grant Program
Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

Rolling deadline — Arch and Bruce Brown Foundation Production Grants

Dance
January 2 — Art Omi Dance Residency
TBA — New York Public Library Dance Research Fellowships

English Literature and Translation
February 1 — Children’s Literature Association Faculty Research Grants
February 12 — Pennsylvania State University Center for American Literary Studies First Book Institute

Gender Studies
January 26 — Virginia Historical Society Research Fellowship and Award
May 31, 2018 — New York Public Library Martin Duberman Visiting Fellowship
June 7 — Stonewall Community Foundation Grants
TBA — CLAGS Center for LGBTQ Studies Robert Giard Fellowship

History
January 1 — American Society of Eighteenth Century Studies Clifford Prize
January 7 — Western Association of Women Historians Awards and Prizes
January 12 — Harvard University Holton Library Visiting Fellowships
January 13 — Harvard University Holton Library Visiting Fellowship
January 15 — The John Carter Brown Library Collaborative Cluster Fellowships
January 15 — Smithsonian Margaret Henry Dabney Penick Resident Scholar Program
January 27 — Virginia Historical Society Research and Fellowship Awards
February 5 — Harvard University Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study Schlesinger Research Grant
February 5 — Harvard University Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study Schlesinger Oral History Grant
March 1 — The Library Company of Philadelphia Mellon Scholars Fellowship Program
March 1 — The Library Company of Philadelphia Short-Term Fellowships
March 15 — The John Carter Brown Foundation Hodson Trust — John Carter Brown Library Fellowship
March 23 — The Society for the Study of French History Visiting Scholars
April 1 — American Historical Association Fellowship in Aerospace History
April 1 — American Historical Association J Franklin Jameson Fellowship
April 1 — The Jefferson Monticello Short Term Fellowships
April 15 — The American Congregational Association Boston Athenæum Fellowship
April 15 — Coordinating Council for Women in History Nupur Chaudhuri First Article Prize
May 14 — Gilder Lehrman Fellowships
May 15 — Coordinating Council for Women in History Catherine Prelinger Award
May 15 — Joan Kelly Memorial Prize
June 2 — The Culinary Historians of New York Scholar’s Grant
Rolling deadline — University of Florida Samuel Proctor Oral History Program Julian Pleasants Travel Award

Music
January 2 — Art Omi Music Residency
January 20 — American Voices and the U.S. State Department American Music Abroad Program
April 1 — The Society for Ethnomusicology 21st Century Fellowship
April 1 — The Society for Ethnomusicology Nadia and Nicholas Nahumck Fellowship
**Deadline Reminders (cont’d)**

April 2 — American Musicological Society Harold Powers World Travel Fund  
July 1 — The Society for Ethnomusicology Judith McCulloh Public Sector Award

**Religion**  
January 13 — Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies Visiting Fellowships  
March 31 — Max van Berchem Foundation Research Grant for Islamic and Arabic Studies

**Race and Ethnicity**  
January 28 — James Weldon Johnson Institute for the Study of Race and Difference Visiting Fellowships for Post-Doctoral and Advanced Scholars

**Education**

January 1 — James S. McDonnell Foundation Teachers as Learners  
February 1 — National Education Association Foundation Learning and Leadership Grants  
February 1 — Spencer Foundation Small Research Grants  
March 31 — Horne Family Foundation  
April 1 — Brady Education Foundation Grants  
June 22 — Institute of Education Science Research Grants  
July 6 — William T. Grant Foundation William T. Grant Scholars Program  
Rolling deadline — Cornell Douglas Foundation Grants

**Social Sciences**

**General Interest and Cross Disciplinary**

December 31 — Rutgers University Beyster Postdoctoral Fellowship  
December 31 — Rutgers University Louis O. Kelso Fellowships  
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation Behavioral Economics (letter of inquiry)  
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation Future of Work (letter of inquiry)  
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration (letter of inquiry)  
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation, The Social, Economic, and Political Effects of the Affordable Care Act  
January 10, July 15 — The Leakey Foundation Research Grants  
January 15 — National Science Foundation Law & Social Sciences  
January 17 — Kauffman Foundation Junior Faculty Fellowship  
March 1 — Open Society Foundations Open Society Fellowship  
March 15 — Gerald R. Ford Presidential Foundation Research Travel Grants Program  
April 30 — National Institute of Justice W.E.B Du Bois Program  
May 31 — Harvard University Weatherhead Center Huntington Prize  
June 15 — National Science Foundation Perceotion, Action & Cognition  
June 28 — Russell Sage Foundation Visiting Scholars Program  
July 15 — Open Society Foundations Open Society Fellowship  
Rolling deadline — Russell Sage Foundation Small Grants in Behavioral Economics

**Anthropology and Archaeology**

January 10, July 15 — The Leakey Foundation Research Grants  
January 16, August 15 — National Science Foundation Cultural Anthropology  
January 17 — Kauffman Foundation Junior Faculty Fellowship  
January 30 — The Classical Association of the Middle West and South Excavation/Field School Award
Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

March 2 — Society for Classical Studies Pedagogy Award
March 28 — Society for Classical Studies Ludwig Koenen Fellowship for Training in Papyrology
May 1 — Wenner Gren Foundation Fejos Postdoctoral Fellowship
May 1 — Wenner Gren Foundation Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowship
Rolling — National Science Foundation High-Risk Research in Biological Anthropology and Archaeology

Political Science
January 16 and March 1 — National Science Foundation Political Science
February 12 — American Political Science Association Awards
February 21 — National Science Foundation American National Election Studies Competition (ANES)
Kettering Foundation Residency in Journalism and Democracy
May 11 — National Institution of Justice Visiting Fellows Program
May 18 — Barry Amiel & Norman Melburn Trust Grants
Rolling deadline — Baylor Collections of Political Materials Dowdy Research Grant

Sociology
January 15 — Chemical Heritage Foundation Senior Fellowships and Short-Term Fellowships
January 15, August 15 — National Science Foundation Sociology
January 15, July 15 — National Science Foundation Social Psychology
June 15 — American Sociological Association Fund for the Advancement of the Discipline

Language and Area Studies

January 1 — Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies
January 1 — Wilson Center George F. Kennan Fellowship
January 3 — Esherick-Ye Family Foundation Grants
January 7 — Palestinian American Research Center Fellowship for U.S. Scholars Conducting Field-Based Research on Palestine
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation Behavioral Economics (letter of inquiry)
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation Future of Work (letter of inquiry)
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation Race, Ethnicity, and Immigration (letter of inquiry)
January 9 — Russell Sage Foundation, The Social, Economic, and Political Effects of the Affordable Care Act
January 10, July 15 — The Leakey Foundation Research Grants
January 11 — National Endowment for the Humanities Translation Projects
January 15 — Harvard University Ukrainian Research Institute HURI/Ukrainian Studies Research Fellowship
January 15 — Harvard University Ukrainian Research Institute Petro Jacek Distinguished Fellowship
January 15 — American Classical League Scholarships
January 15 — Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange Publication Subsidies
January 15 — American Research Center in Egypt Fellowship
January 16 — Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard University Visiting Researcher Program
January 17 — Kauffman Foundation Junior Faculty Fellowship
January 17 — American Councils Research Title VIII Research Scholar Program in Eastern Europe
January 31 — American Institute for Maghrib Studies Research Grant
January 31 — Society for French Historical Studies Research Travel Award
February 1 — National Endowment for the Humanities and American Center for Oriental Research
### Fellowships

- **February 1** — Harvard Law School Islamic Legal Studies Program Visiting Fellowship
- **February 1** — Association for Asian Studies Northeast Asia Council Japan Studies Grants
- **February 1** — Association for Asian Studies Northeast Asia Council Korean Studies Grants
- **February 1** — American Center of Oriental Research (ACOR) Research Fellowships
- **February 15** — David Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies Visiting Scholar
- **February 15** — The Jacobs Research Funds and the Kinkade Language and Culture Fund Research Funds
- **February 15** — Society for French Historical Studies Research Fellowship
- **February 15** — Society for French Historical Studies Research Travel Award
- **February 15, September 30** — Wilson Center Kennan Institute George F. Kennan Fellowship
- **March 1** — Wilson Center George F. Kennan Fellowship
- **March 1** — Association for Asian Studies First Book Subvention Program
- **March 1** — Botstiber Institute for Austrian-American Studies Grant Programs
- **March 1** — International Institute for Asian Studies Fellowship
- **March 8** — Baylor University Libraries Texas Collection Wardlaw Fellowship
- **March 31** — Botstiber Institute for Austrian-American Studies (BIAAS) Fellowship
- **April 25** — National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships for Advanced Social Science Research on Japan
- **May 15** — Harriman Center at Columbia University Faculty Research Support
- **June 1** — Conference on Latin American History Lydia Cabrera Awards
- **July 1** — American Institute of Indian Studies Research & Senior Scholarly/Professional Development Fellowships

**Rolling deadline** — Chung-Hwa Institute of Buddhist Studies Grant for Book-length Monographs in Chinese Buddhism

**Rolling deadline** — Columbia University European Institute Faculty Research Grants

**Rolling deadline** — Columbia University Institute of Latin American Studies FT Faculty Research Grants

**Rolling deadline** — Japan Foundation Grant for Japanese Studies

**Rolling deadline** — Japan Foundation Grant for Art and Culture

### STEM

**General Interest and Cross Disciplinary**

- **January 1, June 1** — Max Planck Institute for the History of Science Visiting Fellows (Berlin, Germany)
- **January 2** — Science History Institute Fellowships
- **January 8** — Kinship Conservation Fellows
- **January 12** — National Science Foundation/Intel Partnership on Foundational Microarchitecture Research
- **January 15** — Chemical Heritage Foundation Beckman Center Fellowships
- **January 15** — Whitehall Foundation Grants-in-Aid and Research Grants
- **January 15** — National Science Foundation Research on the Science and Technology Enterprise: Statistics and Surveys
- **January 22** — National Science Foundation Major Research Instrumentation Program
- **January 30** — Blavatnik Family Foundation US Regional Awards
- **February 2** — The L’Oréal USA for Women in Science Fellowship Program
- **February 6** — Burroughs Wellcome Fund Innovation in Regulatory Science
- **February 7** — Dreyfus Foundation Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar Awards
- **February 11** — National Science Foundation Science of Science and Innovation Policy
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February 15 – National Institutes of Health Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA) R15 Grants

February 15—Esther A. & Joseph Kingenstein Fund Fellowship Awards in the Neurosciences

February 16 – National Institutes of Health R03, R21, R33, R21/R33, R34, R36 Research Grants NOT-OD-15-057

February 22—National Science Foundation Cultivating Cultures for Ethical STEM

February 28 – Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program

March 15 – Sigma Xi Research Grants

April 1 – Fahs-Beck Fund for Research and Experimentation Research Grant Program

April 12 – R13, U13 Conference Grants and Conference Cooperative Agreements

April 14—Morris Animal Foundation Large Companion Animal Grant

April 18 (preliminary proposal) – National Science Foundation Industry-University Cooperative Research Centers Program

April 30 – Breakthrough Prizes in Fundamental Physics, Life Sciences, and Mathematics

April 30 – The Lawrence Foundation, Grants in Environment and Human Services

May 25 – National Institutes of Health R03, R21, R33, R21/R33, R34, R36 Research Grants NOT-OD-15-057

June 15 – Journal of Visualized Experiments (JoVE) Film Your Research Project

June 25 – National Institutes of Health Academic Research Enhancement Award (AREA) R15 Grants

Rolling — National Science Foundation Environmental Sustainability

Rolling. December 1 for January funding. – National Speleological Society Research Grants

Biology and Earth Science

January 1, July 1—National Speleological Society Int’l Exploration Grants

January 20, July 20—National Science Foundation Biological Anthropology

January 23 – National Science Foundation Environmental Biology

January 23 – National Science Foundation Long Term Research in Environmental Biology

February 15 – National Science Foundation Ocean Technology and Interdisciplinary Coordination

February 25—National Science Foundation Macrosystems Biology and NEON-Enabled Science, Research on Biological Systems at Regional to Continental Scales

April 1, October 1 – International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Mid-Career Research Fellowships

June 15 – Simons Foundation Fellowships in Marine Microbial Ecology

Rolling. December 1 for January funding. – National Speleological Society Research Grants

Chemistry

Active funding opportunities for Chemistry from the National Science Foundation can be found here.

December 31 – American Association for Clinical Chemistry Outstanding Scientific Achievement Awards

March 16 – American Chemical Society Undergraduate Research

March 16 – American Chemical Society Undergraduate New Investigator

June 1—American Chemical Society Green Chemistry Grants

June 15 – American Chemical Society WCC Rising Star Award

Rolling – American Chemical Society Community Recognition Grants

Rolling – Chemical Heritage Foundation Travel Grants

Rolling – National Science Foundation Catalysis
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Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

Engineering
February 28 – Engineering Information Foundation Women in Engineering Grant Program

Health and Medicine
January 8 – National Institutes of Health Ethical Issues on Research on HIV/AIDS and it Co-Morbidities
February 1 – Burroughs Wellcome Fund Collaborative Research Travel Grant
February 1 – American College Health Association FirstRisk Advisors Initiatives in College Mental/Behavioral Health Funding Opportunity
February 5 – National Institutes of Health R01 Research Grants
March 14 – Sontag Foundation Distinguished Scientist Awards
March 15 – John and Polly Sparks Foundation
April 1 – Scoliosis Research Society New Investigator Grant
May 25 – National Institutes of Health Ethical, Legal and Social Implications (ELSI) of Human Genome Research Project Grant Program
May 31 – Vlcek Foundation Biomedical Science
June 5 – National Institutes of Health R01 Research Grants
Rolling deadline – Simons Foundation Autism Research Initiative Explorer Award
Rolling deadline – New York Stem Cell Foundation Investigator Awards

Mathematics and Physics
January 15 – Institute for Advanced Study Park City Mathematics Institute Summer Research Session
January 15 – Cattell Fund, Duke University Fellowships
January 17 – American Physical Society Congressional Science Fellowships
January 31 – Simons Foundation Collaboration Grants for Mathematicians
February 4 – American Psychological Society Fellows
February 12 – Mathematical Association of America Tensor Women and Mathematics Grants
February 17 – Institutes for Advanced Study Women and Mathematics
June 5 – National Science Foundation Research Training Groups in the Mathematical Sciences
June 30 – American Astronomical Society Annie Jump Cannon Award in Astronomy
Rolling – National Science Foundation Conferences and Workshops in the Mathematical Sciences
Rolling – National Science Foundation Fluid Dynamics
Rolling – Simons Foundation Targeted Grants in Mathematics and Physical Sciences

Psychology and Neuroscience
December 31 – American Psychological Foundation Dr. Rosalee G. Weiss Lecture for Outstanding Leaders in Psychology
December 31 – American Psychological Foundation Pearson Early Career Grant
December 31 – Society for the Teaching of Psychology Early Career Travel Grants Program
January 8 – Brain Research Foundation Fay/Frank Seed Grant
January 8 – American Psychological Association APA Congressional Fellowship Program
January 8 – McKnight Foundation Scholars Award
January 8 – National Science Foundation Integrative Strategies for Understanding Neural and Cognitive Systems
January 15, July 15 – National Science Foundation Developmental Science
February 1 – Society for the Teaching of Psychology Partnerships Small Grant Program
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Deadline Reminders (cont’d)

February 1 — Society for the Teaching of Psychology Instructional Resource Award
February 11 — National Science Foundation Cognitive Neuroscience
February 15 — Klingenstein-Simons Fellowship Awards in the Neurosciences
March 1 — Society for the Advancement of Behavioral Analysis International Development Grant
March 1 — Brain Research Foundation Esther Katz Rosen Fund
March 15 — APF John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant for Psychologists Investigating Serious Emotional Disturbance
March 15 — American Psychological Foundation Carmi Harari Early and Mid-Career Awards
March 15 — McKnight Foundation Memory and Cognitive Disorders Award
March 15 — APF John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant for Psychologists Investigating Serious Emotional Disturbance
March 27 — American Psychological Foundation Carmi Harari Early and Mid-Career Awards
March 27 — McKnight Foundation Memory and Cognitive Disorders Award
April 1 — American Psychological Foundation Visionary Grants
April 1 — Society for the Teaching of Psychology SAGE Teaching Innovations & Professional Development Award
April 1, October 1 — Society for the Teaching of Psychology Conference Speak Grant Program
April 15 — American Psychological Foundation Alexander Gralnick Research Investigator Prize
June 9 — Society for Neuroscience Mika Salpeter Lifetime Achievement Award
June 11 — National Science Foundation Cognitive Neuroscience

Library Science

January 6 — American Library Association Reference and User Services Gale Cengage History Research and Innovation Award
February 28 — Association for Recorded Sound Collections Research Grants
February 28 — Society of American Archivists Fellows
June 6 — National Endowment for the Humanities Research and Development Program
Rolling — International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives Research Grants
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